LiveStudies solutions oﬀer face-to-face, synchronous and
collaborative communication among remote contributors,
from diﬀerent locations, working as if they were in the same
room, using touch screens, interactive whiteboards, tablets or
smart phones combined with multimedia systems.
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Collaborate interactively, live and online
Share ideas on interactive whiteboards, tablets or any other touch devices
Read, write, draw, exchange ideas, and more while seeing and talking to each other

www.livestudies.com
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FLIPBOARD
•Save and play your sessions
•Access the repository
•Browse Internet
•Launch external apps
•Set whiteboard

Key
Benefits
•Collaborate online simultaneously
•Work together on the same virtual device using a natural interface
•Reduce costs, save time and experience the human interaction as in face to face
meetings
•Access your saved collaboration sessions anytime, anywhere

Delivery
Model

LiveStudies can be used either on the users premises or in the cloud. In both cases
you need a hardware environment based on touch sensitive devices and multimedia
endpoints that can be placed in the same location or in different locations.
The LiveStudies software is developed on a client-server technology.

CLIP BOARD

WORK BOARD

COMMAND DECK

•Keep reference content
•Access from any page at any
moment
•Drag and drop to/from the work
board
•Use the same as the work board

•Collaborate
•Write
•Draw
•Handle objects
•Handle and comment multimedia

•Write and erase tool boxes
•Multipage tools
•Write and shape recognition

Key Features
Interactive live online collaboration
Share ideas on the interactive whiteboards, tablets or any other touch devices
Read, write, draw, exchange ideas, and more while seeing each other and talking to each other

Designed
for

Work together simultaneously on the same virtual device

Universities
and other
educational
institutions

Training
companies

Tutoring
companies or
individual
tutors

Define and access multi-page virtual devices and dynamically assign areas on each physical device to any page
of any virtual device
Integrate touch sensitive devices through a natural interface
Use all the tools to write on the touch sensitive surfaces as on the conventional writing surfaces (blackboard,
flipchart, notebook)
Use fully and naturally customizable writing and editing tools
Load, position, resize and annotate pictures, animations and movies
Use text recognition tools to easily find out more information on the Internet
Access your document repository for additional materials and presentation objects
Access Internet and drag objects

Multi-office
companies and
governmental
institutions

Conference
service
providers

Individuals

Keep your activity history and repository with save, replay and edit functions for future review or sharing
Organize groups that interact simultaneously on different virtual devices during a session
Assign a moderator who manages the groups and the access rights of each group

Create one world bringing together the real and virtual
dimensions in a natural and intuitive environment.
LiveStudies allows you to collaborate and communicate easily
and naturally with your clients, business partners, students or
co-workers.
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